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1 Introduction

Many pre-trained transformer-based (Vaswani
et al., 2017) language models (LMs) have been
widely applied in spoken dialogue systems (SDS)
and shown promising performance. However, the
probing experiments in Zhou et al. (2021b) demon-
strated that pre-trained LMs (Zhang et al., 2020;
Roller et al., 2021; Lewis et al., 2020) fail to cap-
ture commonsense (CS) knowledge hidden in di-
alogue utterances, even though they were already
pre-trained with numerous datasets.

To improve the CS understanding and reasoning
ability of a pre-trained model and to build a dia-
logue agent like shown in Figure 1, we have two
main contributions in this work. We firstly inject ex-
ternal knowledge into a pre-trained conversational
model to establish basic commonsense. Secondly,
we leverage this integrated commonsense capabil-
ity to improve open-domain dialogue response gen-
eration so that the dialogue agent is capable of un-
derstanding the CS knowledge hidden in dialogue
history on top of inferring related other knowledge
to further guide response generation.

2 Enabling commonsense capability

To enable the commonsense capability of the pre-
trained conversational model DialoGPT, common-
sense triplets of ConceptNet (Liu and Singh, 2004)–
a large-scale knowledge graph–are infused through
efficient Adapter tuning (Pfeiffer et al., 2021). By
utilizing the AdapterHub (Pfeiffer et al., 2020), the
Houlsby Adapter (Houlsby et al., 2019) is used,
which includes two bottleneck adapters in each
transformer layer: one after the multi-head atten-
tion sub-layer and another after the feed-forward
sub-layer. To efficiently integrate this external
knowledge into DialoGPT, only parameters of
Adapter layers are updated and the parameters of
DialoGPT are frozen during training.

To achieve this, we adapt the work from Per-

I’m on a diet to lose weight.

Underlying Commonsense Knowledge
1⃝, diet [has subevent of] lose weight

2⃝, diet [related to] eat
3⃝, diet [related to] food, food [has property] healthy

Don’t forget to eat more healthy.

Figure 1: The ideal dialogue agent can understand
the CS knowledge hidden in the dialogue history ( 1⃝),
meanwhile, infer the reasonable CS knowledge ( 2⃝ and
3⃝) for further guiding an informative response gener-
ation. The key words/concepts are highlighted in or-
ange for user utterance and blue for system response,
respectively. The words highlighted in purple are middle
concepts extracted in two-hop searching.

ozzi et al. (2014); Lauscher et al. (2020) and in-
duce a synthetic corpus from ConceptNet through
a bias random walk (Grover and Leskovec, 2016).
We convert relations in ConceptNet into natural
language phrases (“IsA” to “is a”) and every rela-
tion is along with [] in collected data (Table 1) to
distinguish relations from normal words/concepts.
Finally, we created 359, 421 data points and split
them into 80%/10%/10% train/valid/test set. Dur-
ing CS_Adapter tuning, we add one special token
“<|commonsense|>” to the DialoGPT tokenizer and
insert it at the beginning of every prompt input
(Table 1). Given the auto-regressive property of
DialoGPT, four prompt templates (Table 1) are pro-
posed and randomly chosen as input. Given the
knowledge prompt, the ConceptNet integrated Di-
aloGPT+CS_Adapter can generate series of CS
triplets (like the data in Table 1).

3 CS-based Response Model

To enable commonsense-based open-domain re-
sponse generation, we utilize the Commonsense-
Dialogues (Zhou et al., 2021a) dataset to continu-
ally train the DialoGPT+CS_Adapter presented in
Section 2. This time, all parameters are updated.
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data autobraking [related to] automatic, automatic [derived from] auto, auto [related to] automobile, ...

prompt
templates

<|commonsense|> autobraking [related to]
<|commonsense|> autobraking [related to] automatic,
<|commonsense|> autobraking [related to] automatic, automatic [derived from]
<|commonsense|> autobraking [related to] automatic, automatic [derived from] auto,

Table 1: One data example in synthetic corpus from ConceptNet and four prompt templates randomly as input.

model perplexity↓ concepts Acc (%) assertion Acc (%)

DialoGPT baseline 1.405 - -
DialoGPT+CS_Adapter (ConceptNet Integration in 2) - 56.88 47.29

DialoGPT+CS_Adapter (Response Model in 3) 1.365 62.43 45.27

Table 2: The automatic metrics of DialoGPT baseline, DialoGPT+CS_Adapter knowledge integration (Section 2)
and DialoGPT+CS_Adapter response model (Section 3).

annotator 1 annotator 2
yes vs no 87 vs 13 88 vs 12

positive agreement 93.71%

Table 3: The human assessment results on generated CS
triplets that do not officially exist in ConceptNet.

As shown in Figure 1, the goal is a dialogue
agent that is capable of understanding CS knowl-
edge hidden in the dialogue history (like 1⃝ in
Figure 1). Furthermore, the agent is also capa-
ble of reasoning other CS triplets for guiding the
response generation. For this, we extract the knowl-
edge triplets of keywords hidden in the dialogue
history and the response (like 2⃝ and 3⃝ in Figure
1). For CS knowledge extraction, we firstly extract
the key words in dialogue history and response ref-
erence. We adapt the work from Tang et al. (2019)
and Zhong et al. (2021) that use TF-IDF and Part-
Of-Speech (POS) features to select the keywords.
Secondly, we extract the CS knowledge of these
keywords from ConceptNet, i.e., one-hop and two-
hop triplets with the keywords as root. Considering
two-hop results includes triplets where the source
and target concepts have no direct connection but
share a common middle concept ( 3⃝ in Figure 1).

During DialoGPT+CS_Adapter training, max-
imal 3 turns’ dialogue context is as input for
memory-efficiency, the extracted CS triplets, where
the “<|commonsense|>” is inserted, and response
are as label. Meanwhile, we add two new tokens:
“[USER]” and “[SYSTEM]” to distinguish the user
utterance from system response. Afterwards, the
DialoGPT+CS_Adapter can generate both underly-
ing CS knowledge and reasonable response.

4 Results and Discussion

To evaluate the CS knowledge integration in Di-
aloGPT we use two automatic metrics. One is
concepts accuracy, which represents the propor-
tion of generated (head concept, tail concept) pairs
that exist in ConceptNet without considering if the
generated relation is officially correct. Another is
assertion accuracy, which represents the propor-
tion of generated (head concept, relation, tail con-
cept) triplets that officially exist in ConceptNet. In
order to further test our assumption–even if the gen-
erated commonsense triplets do not officially exist
in ConceptNet, they still make sense for humans–
we manually evaluate the generated CS knowledge.
For this, two Master students with computational
linguistic background were hired. And the human
evaluation results shown in Table 3 support our
assumption. The result comparison in Table 2
demonstrate that our final DialoGPT+CS_Adapter
response model has comparative performance on
knowledge generation compared to the plain Di-
aloGPT+CS_Adapter after ConceptNet integration
and lower perplexity (Serban et al., 2015) com-
pared to the DialoGPT baseline.

In this work, we found several shortcomings that
need to be discussed in our future work. One is that
the relation distribution in ConceptNet is severely
imbalanced which results in an over-generation of
the “[related to]” relation. Another shortcoming is
that our method of extracting CS triplets hidden in
the dialogue is rule-based. It includes keywords
extraction and knowledge extraction without con-
sidering the discourse information. A next step will
be the application of neural network methods for
knowledge extraction.
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